23 March 2021
Gabby O’Neill
Head of the Office of Road Safety
Office of Road Safety
Via: RoadSafetyStrategy@infrastructure.gov.au
Dear Ms O’Neill
This is a joint submission made on behalf of leading cycling organisations in Australia in response to
the draft National Road Safety Strategy 2021-2030. We welcome the opportunity to comment on
the draft.
Cycling thrived during 2020 as millions of Australians pumped up their tyres and explored their cities
during the COVID-19 lockdowns. People who were too afraid to cycle pre-COVID exercised with their
family on the streets that were safe as fewer people drove their cars. The inclusion of Movement
and Place in the draft NRSS is an important step towards achieving safe, liveable communities but it
must be accompanied by broader actions to keep people safe on all modes including on their
bicycles.
Currently, the draft NRSS will not keep us safe when we ride our bicycles.
The strategy takes an old-school, driver-centric approach to road safety. Priority of safety of people
inside their car has resulted in little consideration of the harm drivers can cause to vulnerable road
users. Further, there is little provision for meaningful action to protect cyclists. We strongly
encourage the Office of Road Safety to reconsider the entire strategy through the lens of
vulnerable road users, in particular, cyclists.
In the following pages we have provided a full review of the draft NRSS and 19 recommendations on
how the draft NRSS can be strengthened to provide a strategy that will protect cyclists and provide a
way forward over the next decade to keep people riding safely.
We welcome any opportunity to discuss our recommendations and are available to assist the Office
of Road Safety to develop a NRSS for the next decade that includes safety for all cyclists.
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Recommendations
1. Update the icons to be more inclusive of all modes to show road safety means everyone.
Safe roads can be a road without the inclusion of a car. Safe road use can be a person’s face
without referring a car or a truck or any mode. People across all modes are responsible for
their actions, taking the person out of the car would be more inclusive of all road users.
2. Revise the Strategy at a Glance to remove the duplication of the Movement and Place icons
and the “Themes.”
3. Delete the blue “Themes” box. While it’s pretty, it doesn’t make sense and suggests that
speed management is not important.
4. Replace photographs, see page 7-8 for details
5. Edit the Strong accountability mechanisms principle to establish an external advisory group
to monitor progress.
6. The external advisory group must include a representative who provides input on safety
from the cycling perspective.
7. The NRSS includes as clear description within Vulnerable road user safety identifying that
the safety needs of cyclists, pedestrians and motorbike riders are different and require
different and targeted actions.
8. The NRSS makes a clear connection between infrastructure types and road safety outcomes.
9. Include support for pop-up infrastructure in the Priority actions.
10. Include the need for reduced speed limits to 30km/h in areas identified as M1 and M2 in the
Movement and Place matrix
11. The NRSS recommends that the Cycle Aware module be included in all state/territory driver
licensing processes to ensure novice drivers are trained to share the road with cyclists safely.
12. The NRSS recommends that Sharing Roads Safely is required for all drivers as part of
state/territory government contract requirements.
13. The Office of Road Safety works with the CLOCS-A working group to adopt CLOCS-A as a
national standard to improve safety for cyclists, pedestrians and motorbike riders.
14. We strongly recommend that “systems assisting drivers to stay in their lane” be removed as
an example of safe vehicle technology.
15. The NRSS clearly states the need for concerted action to ban the importation and sale of
motor vehicles that fail the ANCAP safety tests for vulnerable road users.
16. The Office of Road Safety takes a leadership role to prevent these motor vehicles from
entering the Australian motor vehicle fleet.
17. Include as an action a review of the road rules with the aim of simplifying the rules to
improve safety for vulnerable road users.
18. The NRSS include as an action, the establishment and funding of a national Road Trauma
Support Services based on the service in Victoria.
19. The Office of Road Safety co-ordinates an annual information sheet similar to the 2015,
BITRE Information Sheet 71, Australian cycling safety: casualties, crash types and
participation levels Produced on regular (at least annual) basis, this type of tracking will help
to monitor important safety outcomes for cyclists.
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Road safety for everyone = not just when we’re inside a car
We strongly encourage the Office of Road Safety to revise and update the visual language of the
draft NRSS, specifically the icons that are used throughout (see below).
Road safety equals car occupant safety.
That’s the key message from these icons.
While the reinterpretation of the Safe System
to incorporate Movement and Place is an
important step forward, particularly
recognising the role of speed management
across the other pillars. The graphic used to
represent road safety are all cars.
This important document sets the agenda for road safety for a decade.
We hope that this is unintended by the authors or that it is just something that wasn’t considered
and can be easily rectified as the implications are significant and alarming.
Why does this matter?
What a cyclist is and how cycling is considered in Australian, society does not magically appear from
nowhere. In the community, the way we construct our understanding of things is directly
contributed to by official documentation including government reports like the NRSS. The words and
images convey to the reader what the government thinks is important about the issue by what is
and what is not included. The graphic representation is extremely important as a shorthand way to
convey a wide range of information including what is prioritised.
The importance of this and the negative impact on cyclists has been reported a recent publication by
three of Australia’s leading cycling safety and road safety experts, Bonham, Johnson and Haworth
(2020). They reported on the way cyclists have been constituted as “hazards” to drivers. This
fundamental shift in the middle of the twentieth century that changed drivers from being hazards, to
being perceivers of hazards has contributed to how vehicle occupant safety is now paramount.
Seeing cyclists as hazards to drivers has also further marginalised cyclists as legitimate road users.
The full paper is included as Appendix A.
Cyclists need to be portrayed in a positive way in this road safety document. The former President of
the Australasian College of Road Safety, Lauchlan McIntosh often referred to the need for a focus on
“road safety” not “road unsafety.” We encourage the Office of Road Safety to consider photographs
of road safety to complement the text in the NRSS.
Recommendation
1. Update the icons to be more inclusive of all modes to show road safety means everyone.
Safe roads can be a road without the inclusion of a car. Safe road use can be a person’s face
without referring a car or a truck or any mode. People across all modes are responsible for
their actions, taking the person out of the car would be more inclusive of all road users.
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Graphics
The graphics in the NRSS are confusing. From the Strategy at a Glance, the following points need
clarification.
• Why are the three icons in the Movement and Place headline area then repeated as
“Themes” but without speed management?
• What is the relationship between the themes and the priorities?
• Is it intended that there will be actions for the priority areas across all three themes? For
example, for vulnerable road users, specifically cyclists, will the focus be across all three
themes:
o safe roads means separated, connected bike lanes
o safe vehicles means supporting and promoting motor vehicle technology that
detects and warns drivers of cyclists in their blind spot
o safe road use means training all novice drivers to share the roads safety with cyclists
• Why are there inconsistencies in the use of the word “safety”? Surely, the word safe or
safety could be applied to all these priority areas. It’s not clear why there is the
inconsistency and whether we should infer that the safety of some of these priorities is
important yet for others it’s not.

Recommendation
2. Revise the Strategy at a Glance to remove the duplication of the Movement and Place icons
and the “Themes.”
3. Delete the blue “Themes” box. While it’s pretty, it doesn’t make sense and suggests that
speed management is not important.
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Again, the graphics in this document are unclear.
• Aside from the missing full stop in the text (after complex), there is no legend to make sense
of the blue or green lines, what is intended by the dashed lines versus the solid.
• Alarmingly, there is no line to connect “Safe Roads” to “Vulnerable Road Users.” The
continued investment in building safe, separated infrastructure for cyclists is critical for
safety.
• The position of Speed Management above the three icons is the reverse of the At a Glance
version and needs to be consistent. We suggest that this version is correct and the version
on page 2 be updated.

There needs to be a
connection between
Safe Roads and
Vulnerable road
users
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Photographs
Several photographs need to be replaced. Most importantly, both the cyclists photographs (page 9,
page 26). The rationale for the two cyclist images, why this matters and the full review of
photographs is below.
Page 9
This photograph looks as if the person is dead.
It reinforces the perception that cycling is a dangerous activity and
speaks directly to people’s fears about cycling. Particularly as the
position of this cyclist is laden with judgement (e.g. torn jeans, cheap
bike). Also, the positioning on the road suggests the cyclist was riding across a pedestrian crossing,
which is illegal in most states and territories and further reinforces the notion of cyclists as rule
breakers.
If a photograph of a crash is required to accompany the text on this page, a photograph of cars after
a crash is more appropriate. This is a much more common occurrence than a cyclist fatality and can
have the same visual impact without implying that the occupants were killed.
Page 26
This is the only other photograph of a cyclist in the NRSS.
The photograph reinforces the notion that riding bikes is a childhood
activity and positions a bicycle to a toy. While of course children do ride
bikes, it would be more appropriate to show the boy actually riding.
Further, the absence of any photographs of adults actively cycling marginalises cycling and fails to
visually acknowledge that adults ride on the roads for transport or sport.
The full review of the photographs in the draft NRSS, recommended action and the rationale is
included on the following page.
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Recommendation
Suggested replacements for photographs.
Page
6, 7

Photo
Almost empty
streets

Recommended action
Replace with images of a
busy local street with
pedestrians and cyclists
Also, a street that shows
infrastructure that
supports all road users
(e.g. separated bike lane,
pedestrian refuge etc.)
Replace with pedestrians
crossing the road

8

Two women,
one in a
wheelchair

9

Cyclist on a
pedestrian
crossing

Replace with an image of
two cars crashing

10 or
11

Street scape

Replace one or both to
show a street with a
separated bike lane
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Rationale
There is a disconnect between the text
and the image. The text says everyone
drives, yet the road is almost empty.
Rather than reinforce the undesirable
status quo, recommend replacing with an
image that celebrates the local streets
element of Movement and Place.
Footpaths are outside the remit of the
NRSS so this location is not relevant to the
strategy.
It would be much more powerful to show
these two women crossing the road,
particularly at a signalised intersection
where the light phase was long enough for
someone with mobility restrictions to
cross safely.
This image reinforces the perception that
cycling is a dangerous activity and
reinforce people’s fears about cycling.
Particularly as the position of this cyclist is
laden with judgement (e.g. torn jeans,
cheap bike) and the body position means
this person could be dead.
Cars crashing is a much more common
occurrence and can have the same visual
impact without the occupants being killed.
Inclusion of streetscapes with separated
bike lines in the NRSS shows that this type
of infrastructure is an important part of
road safety.
Current risk: the absence of separated
bike lanes says this infrastructure is not
important for safety.
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Strong accountability mechanisms – represent all road users in external advisory
group
The guiding principles for the next decade includes (p11):
Strong accountability mechanisms
Continuation of the Office of Road Safety, establishment of a National Data Hub and
consideration of an external advisory group to monitor progress under the Strategy and
Action Plan.
The NRSS needs an external advisory group to monitor progress. This principle needs to be
strengthened to not just consider, but to create this advisory group.
Further, this group needs to include representation from all road user groups, including cyclists to
ensure that the actions taken to improve safety for one road user group does not result in an
unintended decrease in safety for others.
Recommendation
•
•

Edit the Strong accountability mechanisms principle to establish an external advisory group
to monitor progress.
The external advisory group must include a representative who provides input on safety
from the cycling perspective.
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Vulnerable road user safety
It is important that cyclists, pedestrians and motorbike riders are considered separately within the
NRSS. Clustered together as “Vulnerable Roads Users” minimises the widely varied needs of each
group. Greater guidance and leadership is needed for the NRSS to make a meaningful difference to
actions taken to improve safety for everyone on the road.
Recommendation
•

The NRSS includes as clear description within Vulnerable road user safety identifying that
the safety needs of cyclists, pedestrians and motorbike riders are different and require
different and targeted actions.

On page 15 of the draft NRSS, it states:
“… we must prioritise the changes that will achieve the greatest reductions in trauma.”
The four actions lists for vulnerable road users are not the changes required to achieve this aim.
Draft NRSS Actions
Implement Movement and Place
frameworks to support best
practice speed management
and tailored safe system road
treatments

Strengthen graduated licensing
arrangements for motorbike
riders.
Promote consumer information
about protective clothing and
helmets.
Adopt best practice coordinated
enforcement of key behavioural
issues including speed limits
and drug and alcohol laws.

Our response
We support this approach and agree that lower speed zones,
particularly in local streets, city places and activity street and
boulevards are essential for vulnerable road user safety.
However, this approach also requires a clear pathway for action so
that it can be enacted at the state/territory and local government
level.
To defer this action to the state/territory and local government
without adequate funding will not achieve road safety outcomes
of this NRSS.
For more detail, please see the Issues Paper that details the need
for greater investment in safe road treatments for cyclist.
These three actions seem to be targeted at motorbike riders and
are not relevant for cyclists nor pedestrians.

Does this relate to drivers in terms of how their behaviour when
speeding or impaired by drugs/alcohol impacts vulnerable roads?
If yes, then this is an important change for vulnerable road users.
But if not, this is not the major issue for cyclists, motorbike riders
nor pedestrians.

If the Movement and Place approach results in a reduction of the default urban speed limit to 30kph
then the first action is definitely the change that needs to be prioritised to achieve the greatest
reduction in trauma.
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However, none of the other actions will achieve the “greatest reductions in trauma” for vulnerable
road users. In the following pages, we have detailed the actions that need to be prioritised for
vulnerable road user safety.

Separated protected infrastructure for cyclists
Reference to the importance of protected infrastructure for cyclists is lacking. While the Movement
and Place alludes to the creation of safe places, the NRSS needs to clearly state the separated,
protected infrastructure is needed for people to be able to ride safely.
Recommendation
•

The NRSS makes a clear connection between infrastructure types and road safety outcomes.

Pop-up infrastructure
Lockdowns due to COVID has seen quick build, pop-up infrastructure implemented in cities
internationally. Light, inexpensive infrastructure has been rolled out to fast-track road safety
improvements as a first step before committing the investment required for permanent
infrastructure. The NRSS is an opportunity to recognise the validity of these approaches that will
help to ratify their use. This will give state/territory and local government employees licence to test
and trial new designs.
This tactical urbanism/iterative design approach, while new in Austrlaia, is a well-established
approach internationally and often used to test the location before investment. A high-level strategic
document like the NRSS can really amplify the need for new, innovative, impactful changes to how
we build streets.
Recommendation
•

Include support for pop-up infrastructure in the Priority actions.

Source: Transport for New South Wales, Pop-up transport
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Speed limits
While the overarching inclusion of Speed Management in the NRSS is encouraging, it is not stated
clearly enough. This NRSS is an opportunity to send a direct message to the state and territory
governments that speed limit policy plays a huge role in road safety, especially for people who cycle
but also when we walk or scoot.
We support the United Nations #Love30 campaign as part of the
Decade of Action for Road Safety 2021-2030. #Love30 calls for
policymakers internationally to act for low speed streets to save lives
and make our local streets healthy, green and liveable.
We recognise that the speed limits of local roads is largely the
responsibility of local government, however, there is an important
role for the Office of Road Safety to play through the NRSS, to
provide national guidance to local governments that safe streets
are 30km/h.

Source: United Nations #Love30

Recommendation
•

Include the need for reduced speed limits to 30km/h in areas identified as M1 and M2 in the
Movement and Place matrix
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Driver licensing
Novice drivers
Urgent and immediate action is needed to revise and update the way novice drivers are taught and
tested about sharing the road with cyclists.
Cycle Aware, a major research project funded by the Australian Research Council, reviewed all
government produced driver licensing documentation and testing and reported that cyclists are
often represented as being problematic or hazards to drivers. This needs to be addressed
nationwide as it directly contributes to the (negative) attitudes about cyclists in Australia.
We urge the Office of Road Safety to visit the Cycle Aware website at cycleaware.org and review the
findings of the study and the new online training module that is ready to be implemented into the
driver licensing process nationally.
•
•
•
•
•

New learner driver training module
Online interactive
Video based learning situations
Evidence based
Tested and evaluated

Recommendation
•

The NRSS recommends that the Cycle Aware module be included in all state/territory driver
licensing processes to ensure novice drivers are trained to share the road with cyclists safely.

Heavy vehicle drivers
Like novice drivers, drivers of heavy vehicles do not receive training about sharing the roads with
vulnerable road users. The Amy Gillett Foundation delivers Sharing Roads Safely, a training program
for heavy vehicle driver based on the international best practice.
Sharing Roads Safely was designed for the Australian context in collaboration
with the Victorian Government and in consultation with the heavy vehicle
sector. The Amy Gillett Foundation regularly deliver the course in Melbourne
and recently received support from the Australian Government through the
Road Safety Awareness and Enablers Fund to deliver demonstration projects in
Brisbane, Sydney and Perth. More details about Sharing Roads Safely.
Safe road use is about the safe behaviour of drivers to minimise the harm that they can cause to
vulnerable road users.
Recommendation
•

The NRSS recommends that Sharing Roads Safely is required for all drivers as part of
state/territory government contract requirements.
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CLOCS-A
We trust that the Office of Road Safety are familiar with the world leading approach to heavy vehicle
safety developed in the United Kingdom, through the two approaches FORS (Fleet Operator
Recognition Scheme) and CLOCS (Construction Logistics and Community Safety). This international
best practice approach was co-designed by the UK Government through Transport for London and
the heavy vehicle industry and covers regulation and industry including driver training, vehicle
standards, site and route planning. There is currently a Memorandum of Understanding between the
State Government of Victoria and Transport for London.
Discussions are underway to develop an Australian version of CLOCS, currently being referred to as
CLOCS-A. Lead by the National Road Safety Partnership Program (NRSPP), the working group
includes the representatives from state government (Major Transport Infrastructure Authority,
Department of Transport (Vic), Transport Equip, Transport for New South Wales), the heavy vehicle
sector (Australian Trucking Association, Truck Industry Council), research (Monash University) and
the cycling sector (Amy Gillett Foundation).

There is an urgent need to improve standards of the heavy vehicle fleet in Australia. An analysis
of coroners’ recommendations for 140 cyclist fatality crashes that involved heavy vehicles,
reported that the main vehicle-related recommendations made by the Coroner related to driver
visibility. Specifically the need for cameras but also to the vehicle design and the limitations of
the current heavy vehicle fleet. 1
Recommendation
•

The Office of Road Safety works with the CLOCS-A working group to adopt CLOCS-A as a
national standard to improve safety for cyclists, pedestrians and motorbike riders.

1

Johnson M and Bugeja L. (2018) Review of coroners’ recommendations following fatal cyclist crashes
involving heavy vehicle. Australasian Road Safety Conference. 3-5 October, Sydney, Australia
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Vehicle safety
Actions:
•

Prioritise and adopt proven technological improvements for all vehicle types through new Australian
Design Rules as quickly as possible (e.g. systems assisting drivers to stay in their lane, and systems
that provide warnings when drivers are drowsy or distracted).

Recommendation
14. We strongly recommend that “systems assisting drivers to stay in their lane” be removed as
an example of safe vehicle technology.
Lane keep assist technology is not a safety measure for cyclists.
In 2018, the Amy Gillett Foundation, in their submission to the New South Wales Parliamentary
Inquiry into heavy vehicle safety and the use of technology to improve road safety detailed why this
technology has the potential to reduce safety outcomes for cyclists. We have included an excerpt
from that submission below.
Example of unintended consequences
From the perspective of driver and occupant safety, Lane Keep Assist technology provides
breakthrough technology to help prevent motor vehicle crashes, in particular, run-off-road crashes.
However, Lane Keep Assist technology is one example where the intended outcome of the
technology (keep motor vehicles central to the lane) has unintended consequences.
Figure 3 below is an example from Mazda of their Lane Keep Assist System, it clearly shows that the
steering assist begins when the driver veers away from the central lane position.

Illustration of Lane Keep Assist technology (Lane Departure Avoidance)

Current technology relies on cameras detecting the lane edge lines and positioning the vehicle
central to those two outer lane markings.

Illustration of camera detection used in Lane Keep Assist technology
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However, if we consider this technology from the perspective of a cyclist, this ‘safety’ technology is
less clear. The figure below shows the same image, this time with cyclists. If the driver moves out of
their lane to provide a cyclist with more lateral distance when passing (which as of April 2021 will be
law nationally in Australia), some versions of Lane Keep Assist technology will activate and ‘assist’
the driver back into the centre of the lane which may not provide a safe lateral passing distance.

Illustration of Lane Keep Assist technology with other roads users (cyclists)

As mentioned above, an incremental extension to the technology by the manufacturing industry can
remove the risk the current Lane Keep Assist technology creates for cyclists. A camera aimed to the
left of the vehicle that detected the presence of a cyclist to the left and used in conjunction with the
Lane Keep Assist would ensure that the motor vehicle maintains a safe passing distance.
From a driver/occupant perspective, the benefits of this technology are clear. However, the risks are
equally clear to vulnerable road user experts. We recommend that as part of this Inquiry, the
Committee consider including a recommendation to Government that all new technologies
introduced in to the heavy vehicle fleet are reviewed by vulnerable road user experts with the aim to
reduce safety risks being introduced to non-occupant road users (e.g. cyclists and pedestrians).
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Safeguarding the Australian motor vehicle fleet
The Australian government have a critical role to play in protecting the Australian public from the
importation and sale of motor vehicles that do not meet the highest safety standards. Specifically,
there is an urgent need for the safety of non-occupant road users or vulnerable road users that is,
motorbike riders, cyclists and pedestrians to be a priority.
A safe vehicle is not safe if it protects the occupants but kills motorbike riders, cyclists and
pedestrians.
Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) provides important information for consumers
about the safety of a motor vehicle, as referenced on page 26.
In recent years there have been several motor vehicles have failed the vulnerable road user test for
cyclists, yet are available for sale, including some that were given an overall score of 5 stars, despite
failing the cyclist test including:
Motor Vehicle
Mazda BT-50
Isuzu D-Max
Kia Seltos

ANCAP rating
5 stars
5 stars
5 stars

AEB (Cyclist) result
3.87 out of 9
3.87 out of 9
0.0 out of 9
The system detects pedestrians but not cyclists.

Ban the importation of unsafe motor vehicles
To achieve the stated aim of “uptake of safer vehicles” (draft NRSS, p16), there needs to be a
concerted effort across the federal government to stop the importation of unsafe motor vehicles.
Recent examples of motor vehicles that failed the ANCAP safety tests are the Mitsubishi Express and
the Renault Trafic. Both vehicles rated as “not recommended” by ANCAP tests of commercial vans
(Dec 2020).

Recommendation
15. The NRSS clearly states the need for concerted action to ban the importation and sale of
motor vehicles that fail the ANCAP safety tests for vulnerable road users.
16. The Office of Road Safety takes a leadership role to prevent these motor vehicles from
entering the Australian motor vehicle fleet.
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Road rules
There is a disconnect between the road rules and the road design and the public are left to “work it
out” there needs to be a stronger investment in road rule review, harmonisation and clarity to make
understanding road rules simpler.
Minimum passing distance
At the time of writing, the Victorian Government is planning to amend the road rules to require
drivers to provide minimum passing distance in early April 2021. This marks the final jurisdiction for
this law change to occur in Australia.
The process to provide this simple change to provide a safe space for cyclists to ride was a major
campaign championed by the Amy Gillett Foundation that took over a decade to achieve. This
timeline is far too long and required excessive duplication. A more streamlined approach to revising
the road rules to protect cyclists is urgently needed.
Turning left
One of the road rules that the community are confused about is who needs to give way when a
cyclist is going straight and a driver wants to turn left. After over two years of research by
researchers at Monash University (Dr Robbie Napper, Dr Marilyn Johnson) and RMIT University (Dr
Vanessa Johnston) there is a clear need for this road rule to be reviewed. Their studies, including
observations of ten different signalised intersection designs, identified a high level of variation at
many intersections, particularly where the bike lane discontinued on approach to the intersection –
which is typical at most intersections.
Recommendation
17. Include as an action a review of the road rules with the aim of simplifying the rules to
improve safety for vulnerable road users.
Post-trauma
Crashes on the road are sudden, unexpected and violent.
Beyond the people directly killed or injuries, the wide-reaching ripples impact family, friends, other
road users involved, bystanders – often an entire community – is devastated. Yet there are few
support services available to help them deal with the aftermath of the sudden and unexpected
death or serious injury.
An excellent model operating in Victoria is the Road Trauma Support Services Victoria. Funded by
the TAC, their road crash focused counselling and support provides a unique service to people
impacted by trauma. This type of support needs to be available nationally.
Recommendation
18. The NRSS include as an action, the establishment and funding of a national Road Trauma
Support Services based on the service in Victoria.
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Measuring success
Few details are provided on how success will be measured.
National cyclist safety data is essential to monitoring change yet is difficult for any cycling
organisation or state/local government to generate. When the federal government has previously
generated this type of resource, it provided an important benchmark from which change can be
measured.
Recommendation
19. The Office of Road Safety co-ordinates an annual information sheet similar to the 2015,
BITRE Information Sheet 71, Australian cycling safety: casualties, crash types and
participation levels Produced on regular (at least annual) basis, this type of tracking will help
to monitor important safety outcomes for cyclists.
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Appendix A
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